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Executive Summary 
 
➢ We laid out the facts for both a short sale investment and a potential activist long investment in 

Resideo Technologies (Ticker: REZI) in January 2020 here: www.porterstreetresearch.com. This 
report assumes some knowledge of topics covered there. Having turned negative, we believe the 
most likely outcome for Resideo Technologies, (will be referred to as Rezi in this report) is a 
restructuring and a $0 share price in the next 3-9 months.  
 

➢ Before the Corona virus hit the US in February 2020, we felt Rezi’s business was under pressure. 
The Corona virus accelerated Rezi’s underlying issues, namely, a lack of cash generation, too much 
debt, and zero leadership. We believe that Rezi could run out of available cash and need to tap their 
revolver by Q1 2020. Rezi may not trip covenants right away given their ability to add back all kinds of 
one-time expenses to Adj. EBITDA. However, we believe the disruption from supply chains, lack of 
demand for new products and a pullback in available credit to support ADI’s dealer customers will 
cause Rezi to burn through cash an accelerated rate in the first half of 2020. The cash burn should 
coincide with Rezi tripping their covenants at some point in 2020. 
  

➢ The entire bull case for investing in Rezi today is that the ADI Distribution business could be worth 
more than the current enterprise value of Rezi and a spin-off or sale of ADI is coming as early as the 
second half of 2020. We believe this is misguided. ADI’s business is nearing a cyclical peak. The pull 
back by lenders who finance security dealers combined with a downturn in demand from Corona will 
begin to hurt ADI’s results. (Our discussion of the ADI business begins on page 9) 
 

➢ There are also technical, accounting and legal aspects surrounding any potential spin-off of ADI or 
sale of assets that we think makes a spin-off or sale unlikely. We summarize below:   

 
1. For Resideo to maintain certain tax benefits from the Honeywell spin-off, the earliest a 
spin-off or sale of ADI could happen is October 29, 2020.  

 
2. Under the current credit agreement, any spin or sale of assets is limited to 15% of 
consolidated total assets in a fiscal year or 40% during the life of the credit facility. 

- ADI accounts for an estimated 37% of Rezi’s consolidated assets. There would 
have to be a re-financing or change of terms in the current credit facility to spin-off 
or sell ADI 

 
3. If a spin-off is executed, the Honeywell liability payments don’t go away. Each new 
entity would be jointly responsible for the Honeywell liability payment which is currently 
$140mn/year  

 
4. Each new entity would have to meet certain minimum ratings agency requirements. 

- As Rezi’s ratings are on downgrade watch as it is, we think it is unlikely the 
combined entity and separate entities could receive requisite minimum ratings to 
support a spin  

 

➢ Resideo and certain named executives including the former CEO and CFO are subject to 18 class 
action lawsuits alleging executives made knowing and mis-leading statements regarding Rezi’s 
business. In at least one instance, Gabelli and Co. has also named Honeywell as a defendant in the 
lawsuit claiming the company knowingly spun off Rezi despite the challenges the business units 
faced. Rezi currently has no permanent CEO and the current interim CFO, Rob Ryder, is a 
consultant. Brian Kushner, an executive at FTI Consulting was brought onto the board in late 2019 
and his experience is as a turnaround consultant helping bankrupt or near bankrupt companies. The 

http://www.porterstreetresearch.coms/
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Boston Consulting Group and at least one other consulting firm are engaged with Rezi on site to help 
with cost reductions, possible M&A and restructuring advice.  
 

➢ Without a sale or spin-off of ADI, under the weight of the Honeywell liabilities, lawsuits and debt 
coming due in next 3 years, we don’t see how Rezi generates enough cash to survive in its current 
form. We believe the best way forward for Rezi and its employees is to restructure the company via 
bankruptcy.  The courts offer the best solution to attempt to have the Honeywell liabilities reduced or 
put back to Honeywell. As a reminder, the Honeywell liabilities have absolutely nothing to do with 
Rezi’s core business and are purely financial in nature.  

 

➢ The short interest for Rezi shares is 7.8% (up from 5.5% in early March) and with over $650mn of 
market capitalization, we believe Rezi is short sale candidate with a very high risk/reward over the 
next 3-9 months. We fully acknowledge that on any perceived good news: the hiring of a turnaround 
CEO or alternative financing structures, Rezi’s stock could rip higher. However, any move up should 
prove temporary and may provide a better opportunity to initiate a short position.  
  

Overview and Consensus Estimates 
 

 
Sources: CapitalIQ, Porter Street Estimates, Resideo. Data as of 4/10/2020.  

 
At $5.6 per share, Rezi shares appear cheap at 5X 2020 Adj. EBITDA but we believe estimates are too 
high and out of touch with reality. If the Honeywell liabilities are capitalized and the $140mn payment 
added to Adjusted EBITDA, shares trade more like 7X. For a levered industrial that can’t generate cash at 
the end of an economic cycle this is more in line with fair value than cheap.  
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Cap-IQ Estimates 2019 2020 2021 2022

Price 5.6$          Revenue 4,988$           5,056$           5,218$           5,574$           

Shares 123           Gross Profit 1,190$           

Market Cap 685$         Adj EBITDA ex Hon 497$              511$              567$              566$              

Cash 122$         Adj EBITDA 357$              371$              427$              426$              

Pension Deficit 113$         EBIT 258$              233$              280$              346$              

Debt 1,180$      Net Income 36$                159$              195$              266$              

Enterprise Value 1,856$      Diluted EPS 1.37$             1.72$             2.2$               

Honeywell Liability 1,668$      Margins 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021 12/31/2022

Enterprise Value w/ Hon 3,524$      Adj EBITDA ex 10.0% 10.1% 10.9% 10.2%

Adj EBITDA 7.2% 7.3% 8.2% 7.6%

NET 0.7% 3.1% 3.7% 4.8%

Valuation 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021 12/31/2022

EV/EBITDA ex Hon 7.1                 6.9                 6.2                 6.2                 

EV/EBITDA 5.2                 5.0                 4.3                 4.4                 

PE 4.1 3.2 2.6

Growth 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021 12/31/2022

Revenue 3.3% 1.4% 3.2% 6.8%

EPS 25.5% 25.6%

Resideo
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Summary of Recent Business Trends 
 
We covered our initial thoughts on Rezi’s business and recent trends here: 
https://www.porterstreetresearch.com/copy-of-about  Below we re-iterate what the basic story is visually. 
Rezi has two divisions, Products and Solutions (P&S) and ADI Distribution. ADI has been growing nicely 
while the P&S division has struggled. As gross margins in P&S were nearly 2X those of ADI, the decline 
in sales growth and mix shift to security products has led to gross margin compression. Margin declines 
combined with increased costs associated with running a public company has led to a decline in 
profitability that we don’t see turning anytime soon. The P&S division faces structural issues and after 
nearly four years of underinvestment, the division lacks the talent, capital and products to compete. After 
floundering under new management, we believe any potential turnaround will involve shrinking the 
division, re-investing into new products and overhauling new product development process to regain 
customer trust and acceptance. For long cycle products that Rezi sells, these are not quick fixes.  
 

 
Sources: CapitalIQ, Resideo Holdings 
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1. Pre-Corona: Rezi’s 2020 Guidance Is Aggressive and Likely to Be Missed 
 
Interim management’s guidance for 2020 is aggressive and with the recent outbreak of COVID-19, we 
think it will need to be downgraded significantly. For the full year 2020, Rezi was forecasting a modest 
recovery in Adj. EBITDA. Interim management and the board also laid out the case for Adj. EBITDA 
growth of $200mn over the next three years driven by a recovery in the Products and Solutions (P&S) 
division as well as cost cutting initiatives that are underway. From overhead reduction and cost savings 
alone, management anticipates $30-$40mn improvement in EBITDA in 2020, $80-$120mn total by 2021 
and by 2022, over $200mn in savings and revenue growth dropping down to EBITDA.   
 
Had Rezi been able to grow Adj. EBITDA pre-Corona, 2020 would be cash flow neutral as the lack of 
incremental gross profit from P&S and the cash costs of implementing any restructuring and cost saving 
initiatives would weigh on overall cash flow. Rezi management tipped their hand that this was the case by 
not disclosing the cash cost of implementing cost saving initiatives which likely include severance and 
other transition and consulting costs. In 2019, Rezi spent $31mn in cash to deliver $15mn in annual 
savings. Layoffs at Rezi are underway and likely accelerating throughout 2020. Over the last two years, 
one-time, non-recurring cash costs have totaled $177mn. The cash was spent on repositioning, spin off 
related and legal costs.  We view these non-recurring, recurring uses of cash as significant and don’t see 
them ending anytime soon. 
 
Interim Management’s Initial Guidance Bridge for 2020 
 

 
    Source: Resideo 
 
Post Corona: Rezi Could Trip Already Relaxed Covenants in 2020  
 
With CEO Mike Nefkens gone as of January 2020, Rezi is being guided by interim CFO Rob Ryder and 
lead independent director Andrew Tiech. On the Q4, Fiscal Year 2019 earnings call, the company took an 
unusual step of providing quarterly guidance for Q1 2020 announcing that Adjusted EBITDA would be 
down 40-45% on a year over year basis. The anticipated decline is a result of a forecasted mid-single 
digit revenue decline in the P&S division. A 40-45% decline in Adjusted EBITDA would bring TTM Adj 
EBITDA to around $300mn. (However, the estimated Adj EBITDA used for covenant purposes is higher 
at around $400mn). At best, we saw 2020 as marginally positive for EBITDA driven by cost cutting. Since 
the start of Corona, an all but certain weak if not terrible second quarter of 2020 could cause Adj. EBITDA 
to fall to levels that would begin to stress Rezi’s extremely relaxed covenants if things don’t recover by 
year end. Even if Rezi’s sales and gross profit can recover this year, covenant Adjusted EBITDA steps up 
from $225mn to $248mn in Q4 of 2020. 
 
More important than the covenant breach potential, we think Rezi will consume cash in Q1 and Q2 and 
throughout 2020. Rezi typically builds inventory in Q1 and Q2 and working capital intensity increases in 
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the first half of the year before declining in the back half. Despite the anticipated decline in sales in Q1, 
we don’t believe Rezi will benefit from any working capital release as a result of lower sales as we believe 
Rezi has an inventory problem.  
 

 
   Sources: SEC Filings and CapitalIQ 

 
Rezi’s inventory as a percent of sales has gone from 10% in 2016 and 2017 to over 14% in 2019. Since 
2018, on a year over year basis, inventory growth has outpaced sales growth which indicates Rezi has 
slow or obsolete inventory. Some of the increase in inventory is related to needing to hold more inventory 
to support ADI, but not all of it. We believe much of the decline in inventory turnover and build up on 
finished good inventory is related to the P&S division. Finished goods inventory has risen by $232mn over 
the last two years and has ballooned to 85% of total inventory. The persistent ramp in inventory as a 
percentage of sales and stagnation in inventory days is a result of product Rezi can’t move. Over the last 
12 months Rezi has written of $66mn of inventory from the P&S division and is forecasting another $35-
$40mn of write offs in 2020. In all, Rezi will have written off nearly $100mn of inventory related to its failed 
P&S division launches under previous management. This compares to just $5-$10mn per year in an 
average year previously. We believe that Rezi is stuck with products they can’t sell and anticipate 
additional write downs in 2020 and beyond. More important than the bad product, the inventory build and 
decrease in turns tells us a crucial link between demand and production is broken.  
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                                Sources: SEC Filings and CapitalIQ 

 
The lack of cash generated from reducing inventory on lower sales combined with the need to continue to 
invest to support and grow the business to deliver new products will weigh on cash flows in Q1 and Q2.  
The cash burn is an issue as Rezi’s available cash is limited. Of the $122mn of cash on Rezi’s balance 
sheet, just $32mn is available for use in the United States. The remaining $90mn is for use by Rezi’s 
foreign subsidiaries and subject to significant tax should it be brought back to the US to fund operations. 
Rezi has a $350mn revolver available to it. Besides some borrowing in the second half of 2019, Rezi has 
not tapped this facility and as of 12/31/2019 has $0 drawn. As Rezi draws on the revolver its total 
leverage will increase which combined with a decrease in Adj. EBITDA will pressure covenants further.  
 
Key Assumptions for Q1 and Q2 and Why Rezi Could Run Out of Cash 
 
On the following page we provide estimates for how the first half of the year at Rezi can play out. We 
want to stress that our estimates will be wrong. We are under the impression that even before Corona, 
Rezi was beginning a giant restructuring and overhead reduction effort that is unquantifiable at this time. 
The potential onetime cash costs from overhead and staff reductions could be much larger than we 
anticipate, and we don’t want to add any false precision to an unstable exercise. However, we do think 
laying out some of the moving parts helps paint the picture and can directionally point to the issues Rezi 
faces and potential consequences.  
 
➢ Q1 Adj. EBITDA decline of 55% in line with management’s estimates of -45%, knocked down further 

as a result weakness in sales in the last few weeks of March. Below shows 2019 change in revenue 
and Adj. EBITDA in the P&S division.  

 

  
                                                 Sources: SEC Filings and CapitalIQ 

FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019

12/31/2016 12/31/2017 12/31/2018 12/31/2019

Inventory Breakdown

Raw Materials 100$           108$            $           167 154$           

WIP 24$             21$              $            34 18$             

Finished Products 311$           336$            $           427 568$           

Inventory Reserves  $           (25) (69)$            

Total Net Inventory 435$           465$           628$           671$           

Total Gross Inventory 653$           740$           

Raw Materials 23% 27% 23%

WIP 5% 5% 3%

Finished Products 72% 68% 85%

Dollar Increase in Inventory (Net) 163$           43$             

Dollar Increase in Inventory (Gross) 188$           87$             

Inventory % Sales 10.5% 10.4% 13.0% 13.5%
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➢ Across the board revenue declines in Q2 with recovery in Q3 and Q4 
- We have no idea how hard the decline will be but assume a 75% decline in revenue for ADI in 
April before a gradual recovery in May and June. ADI can process online orders and to the extent 
some work is getting done we assume the business doesn’t entirely go to zero. However, 
anecdotal evidence suggests new installs have come to a halt and are down 80-90% across the 
board which means our numbers are too generous.  

 

➢ Working capital build in Q1/Q2 as well as $70-$80mn in cap-ex as forecast in the 2019 10-K 
 

➢ $35mn in cash each quarter for the Honeywell payment  
 

 
 
                         Sources: CapitalIQ, Resideo, Porter Street Estimates 

2020 Downside Est. 3/31/2020 6/30/2020 9/30/2020 12/31/2020 2020

ADI Revenue 675$           564$           578$           607$           2,424$        

Y/Y Change 1.5% -20% -19% -17% -14%

P&S Revenue 523$           430$           451$           496$           1,900$        

Y/Y Change -5.0% -20% -12% -14% -13%

Total Revenue 1,198$        994$           1,029$        1,103$        4,324$        

Y/Y Change -1% -20% -16% -15% -13%

ADI Gross Margin 18.0% 16.2% 17.0% 17.5% 17%

121$           91$             98$             106$           417$           

P&S Gross Margin 30.8% 26.0% 27.9% 30.5% 29.0%

161$           112$           126$           151$           550$           

Total Gross Profit 283$           203$           224$           258$           968$           

Gross Margin (%) 23.6% 20.4% 21.8% 23.4% 22.4%

SG&A 223$           223$           223$           223$           892$           

Other Exp. (Honeywell) 35$             35$             35$             35$             140$           

Dep 13$             13$             13$             13$             50$             

Amortization 8$               8$               8$               8$               30$             

EBIT 5$               (75)$            (54)$            (20)$            (144)$          

EBITDA 25$             (55)$            (34)$            (0)$              (64)$            

Cash Tax 1$               -$            -$            -$            

Interest 15$             15$             15$             15$             60$             

Op. Cash Flow 9$               (70)$            (49)$            (15)$            (125)$          

Cap-Ex (20)$            (20)$            (15)$            (20)$            (75)$            

WC (36)$            (15)$            (26)$            28$             (49)$            

FCF Pre One Time (47)$            (105)$          (89)$            (8)$              (249)$          

One Time Cash Costs (20)$            (20)$            (5)$              (10)$            (55)$            

Cash Use (67)$            (125)$          (94)$            (18)$            (304)$          

TTM EBITDA 165$           96$             31$             16$             

TTM EBITDA Add Back Hon 305$           236$           171$           156$           

TTM Adj EBITDA for Cov. 381$           295$           217$           191$           

Cov. Adj. EBITDA 225$           225$           225$           248$           

Start Cash 122$           55$             (70)$            (165)$          

$122

End Cash 55$             (70)$            (165)$          (182)$          

US Only Cash 34$             0 -$            -$            

Revolver Availability 350$           

Revolver Borrowing (Y/N) YES YES YES YES

Total Debt (Gross) 1,180$        1,250$        1,415$        1,597$        

Consolidated Leverage 3.1              4.2              6.5              8.4              
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Based on the above, we believe Rezi will burn through cash in Q1 and Q2 at an accelerated rate and not 
generate any cash in 2020. We also attempt to back into Rezi’s Adj. EBITDA for covenants, which limits 
add backs to 20% of total Adj. EBITDA and includes the $140mn Honeywell payment on a TTM basis. 
With an uncertain outlook in the second half of the year, cash burn and an impending covenant breach, 
we believe Rezi’s board will put the wheels in motion for a restructuring to salvage what assets are left.  

2. Products and Solutions Division Challenges Are Worse Than Disclosed 
 
Taking a step back, we briefly drill down into what is driving the underlying weakness and deterioration in 
profitability at Rezi’s Products and Solutions division. Detailing the specific product issues, customer 
complaints and technology failures over the last two years is the subject of another report entirely. 
However, we do want to briefly cover the moving parts of the underlying P&S division’s deteriorating unit 
economics.  
 
Prior to the Honeywell spin, each of the three business lines that make up the P&S division were separate 
entities within divisions of Honeywell. Each had their own product managers, manufacturing, processes 
and overhead. The residential thermostat business was not run in conjunction with the HVAC and water 
heater businesses, for example. The products were all sold through specialized distributors to 
professional contractors. Home security installers and dealers are very different than HVAC and plumbing 
technicians. From the outside looking in, it wasn’t clear to investors how separate and unique each 
division was as management relentlessly spun the business as a “connected home provider”. Many 
investors, Porter Street Research included, never grasped the degree to which this effected Rezi until 
interim CFO Rob Ryder spoke at the Imperial Capital Conference in December 2019 when he said:  
 

“A big thing was a lack of pre-existing stand-alone business. I think that drives of a lot 
complexity in the spin. Essentially, the whole Products and Solutions business was 
various businesses within divisions of Honeywell, and they kind of picked individual 
pieces up and kind of threw them together and called that products and solutions..” 
Interim CFO Rob Ryder, Imperial Capital Conference, December 11, 2019. Source: CapitalIQ 

 
Not acknowledging these challenges was the first issue at Rezi, hiring the wrong people was the second. 
The board of directors at the time of the spin off as well as former CEO Mike Nefkens were obsessed with 
positioning Rezi as a “connected home” provider. That vision doesn’t square with the reality of Rezi’s 
products. We believe prior management focused too much on connected devices, particularly 
thermostats, in order to show investors growth and potential in a “recurring revenue” business model. The 
thought was that if investors can view the business as a razor/razor blade model – where they business 
makes a small margin on the product but a large margin over time on recurring maintenance or 
monitoring revenue, the overall profitability of a product would increase. However, this flies against the 
reality of the business Rezi competes in. Older, non-connected, legacy thermostats and temperature 
control devices are among Rezi’s best selling products. The fact prior management went headfirst into 
competition with Amazon, Google and other well-funded, money losing startups continues to have 
negative ripple effects on Rezi’s business and reported financials. It will take time to unwind many of 
these actions.   
 
On the following page we break down what is happening within the Products and Solutions division and 
why we think any recovery in gross margin in the near term is limited. Consolidated gross margins at Rezi 
are off over 400bps in the last two years even as ADI’s margins have expanded. To attempt to forecast 
go forward gross margins we isolated all the moving parts over the last two years since Rezi was spun 
out. Making assumptions regarding gross margins based on comparable companies, we backed into the 
P&S overall gross profitability. We then adjusted for onetime costs that were included in COGS including 
an increase in R&D (related to legal expenses) as well as inventory write offs (not one time) and 
headquarters expense (recurring). 
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                                Sources: CapitalIQ and Resideo Holdings 
 

What is clear is that the increase in fixed costs over the last two years since going public and negative 
mix from a greater percentage of lower margin security products has hurt Rezi. The security segment was 
the only division to show y/y revenue growth in 2019. The division is also the lowest margin. The security 
division sells into ADI ($300mn/year on average last three years) and on a consolidated basis those sales 
are eliminated. The current roll out of new products are under pressure from increased competition and 
from large customers i.e ADT benefiting from lower prices via rebates. Rezi management has already 
forecast a decline in the P&S for Q1 and we anticipate declines will continue throughout 2020 as there 
are almost no new product launches planned for the rest of the year across all segments.  

3. ADI Distribution: More Cyclical and Less Valuable Than Meets the Eye 
 
The bull case for Rezi is that the value of the ADI Distribution business could be worth more than Rezi’s 
entire enterprise value today and ADI should be spun off or sold. We agree that ADI is a nice business 
that has strategic value and there is no reason for a security distribution business and three cast off 
Honeywell divisions to be run as one business. However, we believe that bulls on Rezi are misguided if 
they think a spin-off will happen and can save the company from restructuring. There are numerous 
technical legal, tax, credit and timing factors that make spinning off ADI more difficult and unlikely than 
bulls believe.  
 
First, a brief overview of the ADI business. ADI is the largest global distributor of specialty security related 
and low voltages products. It has locations in 17 countries, carries 350,000 products from 1,000 OEMs 

Net Revenue 2017 2018 2019 Y/Y Change

Comfort 1,114$        1,103$        -1.0%

Security 479$           520$           8.6%

RTS 576$           552$           -4.2%

Total Net Revenue 2,169$        2,175$        0.3%

Est. Gross Margin (%)

Comfort 50.0% 44.5%

Security 20.0% 15.0%

RTS 45.0% 40.0%

Total Products Gross Margin 43.7% 42.0% 36.3%

Est. Gross Margin $

Comfort 557$           491$           

Security 96$             78$             

RTS 259$           221$           

Est. Product Gross $ Profit 912$           790$           

One Time/Non P&S GP Reduction

One Time Severance 5$               

R&D Increase 34$             

HQ Related Expense 40$             

Inventory Write Off 40$             

Total Non P&S Expense 27$             119$           

Net GP P&S 894$           671$           

Est. Actual P&S GP 894$           670$           

Est. ADI Gross Profit 472$           520$           

Total Consolidated Gross Profit 1,366$        1,190$        

Consolidated Gross Profit Margin 28.3% 23.9%

$ Decline in Gross Profit (176)$          

COGS 3,461$        3,798$        

$ Increase in COGS 337$           

P&S + ADI Related Increase 218$           
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and serves over 100,000 customers per year through retail outlets as well as on-line. As opposed to the 
Products and Solutions division, which serves the residential housing market, over 65% of ADI’s products 
are sold to non-residential, commercial end markets. ADI’s customers are security dealers, system 
integrators and other professionals. As the largest player in the industry, ADI’s scale allows them to carry 
the largest selection of products. OEM’s and customers want to work with them knowing they have the 
reach and power to carry products and get them to the widest array of customers. A greater assortment of 
product leads to customer loyalty, more scale and so on in a virtuous cycle. The market ADI competes in 
is about $20bn and they have an estimated 14-15% market share globally and a 32% market share in the 
US. Rezi products account for about $300mn of ADI’s $2.8bn in sales. Given positive sales momentum 
from new products and increased market share the business has been able to grow Adj. EBITDA margins 
over 150bps in the last two years. Cap-ex requirements are low, at around $10-20mn/year. However, as a 
distribution business they do need to build and hold inventory as the business grows. Private equity or a 
strategic buyer would be attracted to ADI’s high free cash flow with minimal cap-ex. This type of business 
model is perfect for consolidation or “roll up” model many in the private equity world crave. Below we 
show an overview of the business performance over the last four years.  
 

 
Sources: Resideo, SEC Filings, Capital IQ 

 
ADI’s Business May be Near Cyclical Peak: Security Dealers Under Operational and Financial 
Pressure 
 
Even before the Corona virus hit, we felt ADI’s business was approaching a cyclical peak based on our 
negative view of the residential home and commercial security business. There are two main sources of 
revenue for home security dealers and systems integrations, ADI’s customer base: installations and 
system integration and home monitoring. ADI is levered to installations and installations are more cyclical 
compared to monitoring and services revenue. The first order effect of Corona virus on ADI’s business is 
that installations of new security systems and refurbishment of old ones are grinding to a halt. With new 
construction slowing temporarily it is unlikely business is booming as people are unlikely to let security 
installers into their homes during a time of social distancing. These jobs will eventually recover, but we 
don’t know when.  
 
The second order effect of the Corona virus economic slowdown, which was percolating under the 
surface before Corona, is that capital providers are reducing lending to the security dealer industry. 
Based on conversations we conducted with industry participants and analysis from Barnes and 
Buchanan, the leading security industry consultancy, two major lenders, CapitalSource (part of PacWest) 
and Bank of America have left the industry and are no longer lending to security dealers. This matters as 
installing security systems is a capital-intensive business. There are upfront capital and ongoing operating 
costs associated with running a security dealer business, including purchasing inventory for installation 
(From ADI etc.) The pullback in business as a result of slowdown of installations is also causing banks to 
tighten credit standards and pull back capital available to fund operations. We believe this is having a 
direct impact on ADI’s current and potential sales.  
 

ADI Global Distribution 2015 2016 2017 2018 3/31/2019 6/30/2019 9/30/2019 12/31/2019 2019

Net Revenue  $        2,188  $        2,355  $        2,477 2,658$         665$            705$            714$          729$              2,813$         

Y/Y Growth 8% 5% 7% 3.6% 4.0% 5.9% 9.8% 5.8%

Q/Q Growth 0% 6% 1% 2%

Adj EBITDA 87.0$           115.0$         141.0$         162.8$         46.0$           46.0$           48.0$         47.0$             187.0$         

TTM 87.0$           115.0$         141.0$         162.8$         167.8$         172.8$         177.8$       187.0$           

Cap-Ex (8.0)$           (11.0)$         (7.0)$           (8.0)$           (2.5)$           (2.5)$           (2.5)$          (2.5)$             (10.0)$         

Adj EBITDA-Cap-Ex 79.0$           104.0$         134.0$         154.8$         43.5$           43.5$           45.5$         44.5$             177.0$         

TTM Revenue 2,658$         2,681$         2,708$         2,748$       2,813$           2,850$         

TTM Adj EBITDA 163$            168$            173$            178$          187$              187$            

Adj. EBITDA Margin 4.0% 4.9% 5.7% 6.1% 6.9% 6.5% 6.7% 6.4% 6.6%

Incremental Adj. EBITDA Margin 17% 21% 12% 22% 19% 13% 14% 16%
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Taking a step back, the security dealer business model is predicated on the recurring monthly revenue 
(RMR) generated from monitoring services and to a lesser extent, up front installation revenue and fees. 
The later more important in the commercial side of the business. It can take years to build up a large 
enough base of RMR to generate cash to have a successful business. The nature of the business model 
requires dealers to borrow to fund operations. ADI’s customers have credit and other debt facilities in 
place to fund their business with RMR serving as collateral to borrow against.  Any tightening of bank 
lending standards or pull back in available capital to allow them to continue to grow and expand will have 
a direct impact on ADI’s business. However, many dealers add additional financial leverage on top of 
secured borrowing to run the business run and are highly dependent on capital and access to capital to 
fund growth and new installations. In an economic slowdown, servicing this debt is a priority over growing 
the business.  
 
Anything that reduces dealers’ access to capital, raises customer acquisition costs or slows the fly wheel 
of adding new customers via installation and extends the upfront payback period required to cover the 
installation costs (often 2-3years) will severely hurt the security dealers who are ADI’s core customers. 
During the 2008-2009 recession, security monitoring revenue grew on a year over year basis. However, 
from 2010 – 2013 installation and sales revenue industry wide declined from $27mn to $25mn before 
recovering in 2015. While revenue growth has been strong since then, most of the industry growth on the 
residential side has been driven by a flood of DIY products introduced by Google and Amazon that have 
taken share from Rezi’s connected home products. With lenders leaving the industry and a tightening of 
lending standards post Corona, we believe the flow through to ADI’s dealer customers will be significant. 
As a result, ADI’s sales have likely peaked or are peaking for this cycle. Even if a deal to spin-off or 
purchase ADI could be executed in 2020, we don’t believe it would be at a peak multiple assumed by 
some Rezi bulls. We believe bulls are anchoring on the recent sale of Anxiter, a competitor in the security 
distribution space, that was purchased for 8X in EBITDA in the fall of 2019. ADI has higher margins than 
Anxiter and we have seen bull cases arguing ADI is worth as much as 10X Adj. EBITDA. Below we 
demonstrate a range of scenarios to estimate what ADI could be worth. Under our “Bull Case”, we show a 
simple estimate of what the implied remaining value of the P&S division would be assuming ADI is sold at 
various multiples. At 10X Adj EBITDA, subtracting the proceeds from a sale implies the P&S division is 
available “for free”.  Anytime an investment thesis rest upon getting “XYZ division for free” it is often 
wrong” and we expand on why below. 
 

 
                                  Sources: Resideo, SEC Filings, Capital IQ 

 

Pro Forma Hon. Liability

TTM Rev 2,813$        

TTM Adj EBITDA 187$           52$                            

TTM Cap-Ex (10)$            

Adj. EBITDA - Cap-Ex 177$           

less Portion of Liability 125$                          

ADI Comps EV/EBITDA EBITDA %

Rexel 7.4 5.2%

Ferguson 8.4 8.5%

Anixter 7.1 5.0%

Scansource 8.2 3.7%

Median 7.8 5.1% Multiple for ADI

ADI 6.6%

Anxiter Sale 8

Gross Pro Forma Liability Adj EBITDA

ADI TTM Adj EBITDA 187$           52 135$                       

Product TTM Adj EBITDA 309$           88 221$                       

Liability Payment 140$           140

TTM Adj EBITDA 356$           356$                       

ADI  Key Stats
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                     Sources: Resideo, SEC Filings, Capital IQ 

 
To be conservative and realistically assess ADI’s potential sale value we make the following adjustments: 
 

➢ Apply a multiple that adjusts for where we are in the cycle at ADI (6-8X) 
➢ Account for taxes on the transaction  
➢ Apply a proportional (based on assets) share of the Honeywell liability payments 

 
As shown below, after making adjustments, we see the P&S division trading at an implied EV/EBITDA 
multiple of 4-5X. Low, for sure, but for a business that may be in structural decline that can’t generate 
cash flow, requires years of restructuring and cash to re-invest into new products with significant liabilities 
- we think  a low multiple is justified.  
 

  
                        Sources: Resideo, SEC Filings, Capital IQ 
 

The above analysis is for demonstration and assumes that a deal for ADI can be done and or will be 
done. However, we believe there are numerous technical aspects regarding a sale that make it highly 
unlikely. 
 
Hurdles to an ADI Sale of Spin-Off 
 
1. Taxable Transaction 
 
➢ To preserve any tax benefits from the original Resideo from Honeywell spin off, the earliest a spin off 

or sale of ADI could come is on the two-year anniversary of the Resideo spin. October 29, 2020, to be 
precise.  
 

➢ We assume, to be conservative, that if a sale or spin occurs it is taxable and apply a 20% long term 
capital gains tax rate. The transaction could be structured in a more tax efficient way but to be 
conservative we assume there is some tax to be paid.  

 

Multiple for ADI

Bull Case 6 7 8 9 10

ADI Adj EBITDA 187$         187$         187$         187$         187$         

ADI Sale Value 1,122$       1,309$       1,496$       1,683$       1,870$       

Rezi EV Current 1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       

Less ADI Remain EV 734$         547$         360$         173$         (14)$          

Product Adj EBITDA w. Full Hon. 169$         169$         169$         169$         169$         

Implied EV/Adj EBITDA 4.3            3.2            2.1            1.0            (0.1)           

Products Only

PSR Conservative Multiple for ADI

6 7 8 9 10

ADI Adj EBITDA w/ Share of Liability 125$         125$         125$         125$         125$         

ADI Sale Value 750$         875$         1,000$       1,125$       1,250$       

Tax (20%) (150)$        (175)$        (200)$        (225)$        (250)$        

After Tax Value ADI 600$         700$         800$         900$         1,000$       

Rezi EV Current 1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       1,856$       

Less ADI Remain EV 1,256$       1,156$       1,056$       956$         856$         

Product Adj EBITDA

w/ Pro Forma Liabililty 221$         221$         221$         221$         221$         

Implied EV/Adj EBITDA 5.7            5.2            4.8            4.3            3.9            

Products Only
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2. Restrictions in Credit Agreement  
 
➢ Resideo’s debt is structured so that Resideo Funding Inc. is the issuer. Under the terms of the credit 

agreement there is language that says any potential “new co” or spin-off entity as well as the 
remaining entity or company will each be jointly responsible for the Honeywell liability. In layman’s 
terms: if there is a spin or sale of assets, the liability remains.  
 

➢ There are limits on any potential sale or spin of assets including restrictions that state no more than 
15% of total consolidated assets can be spun off in any year.  

 
2A. Pro-Forma Liability  
 
➢ The Honeywell liability is not going away. As shown below, should Resideo split or sell assets, the 

new entities would become jointly responsible for the liability payments to Honeywell. In theory one 
entity could take all the payments but the other entity would have to provide some sort of 
compensation.  

 
“The agreement provides that if Resideo separates a substantial portion of its business into 
one or more entities (i.e., a spin-off) the separated entities are required to become jointly and 
severally liability for the indemnification and reimbursement obligations under the agreement”  

        Source: Resideo Holdings 

 
2b. Limitations on Asset Dispositions.  
 
We quote from the agreement below:  
 

“The senior secured credit facility contains limitations (which are incorporated into the 
Indemnification and Reimbursement Agreement) on asset dispositions unless any such 
transaction complies with certain baskets. For example, there is basket that permits asset 
dispositions so long as no event of default has occurred and is continuing or would result 
from such transaction and the aggregate fair value of all assets sold does not exceed (i) in 
any fiscal year, 15% of consolidated total assets (as defined in the senior secured credit 
facility) as of the fiscal year most recently ended prior to such sale, and (ii) during the term 
of the senior secured credit facility, 40% of consolidated total assets ( as defined in the Sr. 
secured credit facility) as of the fiscal year most recently ended prior to such sale.”  
Source: Resideo Holdings 

 
Our interpretation is that Rezi can’t spin or sell off more than 15% of assets in any given year and 40% of 
total assets over the life of the credit facility. As of 2017, the ADI distribution business had $1.3bn of 
assets and P&S, $3.2bn. Below we estimate Rezi’s assets by segment as of 12/31/2019. ADI has an 
estimated $1.9bn in assets or 37% of total as of 2019. As such, we find it difficult to see how spinning of 
ADI would not be in violation of the current credit facility.  
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3. Assumed Credit Rating 
 
➢ If there was a spin-off of ADI, the new entities, ADI and P&S remain-co, would each be subject to 

minimum credit ratings as laid out below:  
 

“…in addition, any such transaction is only permitted by the agreement if the separated entity 
receives corporate credit ratings from Moody’s and S&P of no less than Baa2 and BBB, 
respectively” 

      Source: Resideo Holdings 

 
➢ Resideo Funding’s senior secured credit rating is Ba2 and the senior unsecured notes are B1, 

speculative grade. The term loans and credit facility are all first lien except the unsecured notes. 
 

➢ In November of 2019, Moody’s put Resideo Funding under credit watch for a downgrade. This 
followed Rezi’s reduction in 2019 guidance and the announcement they received a covenant waiver  
 

➢ According to Moody’s, Resideo’s Funding’s ratings could be downgraded:  
 

“ If weakness in end markets causes revenue and operating margin to contract significantly or 
if the company experiences challenges with the separation from the legacy business. 
Additionally, leverage sustained about 4.0X, EBITA to interest coverage below 3.0x or negative 
free cash flow generation and liquidity degrading could result in a downgrade”  

       Source: Resideo Holdings 
 

➢ As demonstrated earlier, we believe each of those outcomes are likely in the next 3-9 months. 
Therefore, it appears impossible for the entire Resideo complex to maintain Baa2 or BBB ratings, let 
alone each individual business unit.  

 
 
 
 
 

REZI Balance Sheet as of 12/31/2019 Which Segment P&S ADI

Cash 122$           Mixed Revenue 2,175$        2,813$        4,988$        

Rec. 817$           Mixed % Total 44% 56% 100%

Inventory 671$           Mixed Current Assets 778$           1,007$        1,785$        

Total Current Assets 1,785$        % Total 44% 56%

PP&E 237$           79$             316$           

Machinery 562$           P&S % Total 75% 25%

Buildings 260$           Mixed Goodwill 2,004$        638$           2,642$        

Const. Progress 57$             P&S % Total 76% 24%

Other 16$             Mixed Intangible 64$             64$             127$           

Gross PP&E 895$           % Total 50% 50%

Accumulated Dep (579)$          Other Assets 129$           129$           258$           

Net PP&E 316$           % Total 50% 50%

Total Assets 3,212$        1,916$        5,128$        

P&S 2,004$        % Total 63% 37% 100%

ADI 638$           TTM Adj EBITDA 309$           187$           500$           

Goodwill 2,642$        % Total 62% 38%

Honeywell

Intangible 127$           140$                       88$             52$             140$           

Other LT Asset 258$           

Total Assets 5,128$        
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Credit Sending Signal to Equity Markets 
 
Given the leniency in its credit documents, even with the anticipated decline in Rezi’s revenue and Adj. 
EBITDA, Rezi may not breach its covenants.  However, we don’t believe they will be able to generate 
enough cash flow to service their debt in the coming years. Rezi has $22mn in 2020 and $47mn and 
$57mn in 2021, and 2022 of required pay down on its term loan over the next three years. The bond 
market has begun to price this in. Rezi’s 2026 unsecured notes have traded down into the 80s and yield 
over 9% compared to the 6.25% coupon implying the market think’s Rezi is already in or near junk bond 
territory. Rezi’s term loan sold off in March into the low 80s before recovering into the mid 90s. With credit 
selling off across the board it is hard to read too much into these moves. However, the takeaway that 
Rezi’s cost of debt is going to increase which will pull up its cost of capital and lower the overall valuation 
remains. Rezi does have the ability to defer payments to Honeywell if they are near default, however, 
outside of a multi year deferral, we don’t see how Resideo generates enough cash to pay down its current 
debt on terms that will leave any value to equity holders.  
 

 
 

 
                      Source: Resideo Holdings 

4. Resideo’s Board Needs to be Wiped Clean and Employees Prioritized in a Restructuring  
 
Resideo’s board of directors has failed shareholders and most importantly, the nearly 13,000 employees 
at Resideo. While we are short shares of Resideo, believe shares will be worth $0 and the business will 
go through a restructuring, we have empathy for the numerous employees worldwide at Honeywell and 
now Resideo. The actions and decisions taken first by Honeywell executives and then by Resideo’s 
revolving door of executives and board members will cost hundreds if not thousands of employees their 
jobs. Many employees may have been downsized anyways had the spin-off been properly managed. 
However, we believe it is worth highlighting some of the errors undertaken by Resideo’s current board 
and former management. Corporate boards and the executives whose decisions run companies into the 

Rezi Debt Overview Drawn Available Rate Maturity

Revolver 350$        4.9%

Term Loan A 333$          L + 200 2023

Term Loan B 470$          L + 200 2025

Senior Unsecured Notes 400$          6.3% 2026

Unamortized Discounts (23)$           

Total Debt 1,180$       

Cash 122$          

Net Debt 1,058$       

Foreign Cash Subject to Tax 90$            

US Cash 32$            

Resideo Debt Maturities and Required Pay Down: 2020 - 2026
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ground are seldom held accountable. While the upside from share based compensation is gone in a 
restructuring,  executives and board members can still walk away with hundreds of thousands if not 
millions of dollars in a “heads we make tens of millions, tails we make a few millions” scenario, while 
regular employees end up with layoffs and little if any severance.  
 
Rodger Fradin is the Chair of the board at Resideo. He previously worked at Honeywell for 17 years and 
retired in 2017 as a Vice Chairmen. During his time there he was responsible for overseeing M&A at 
Honeywell in the former Automation and Control Solutions business helping that division grow to a $17bn 
business over time. Fradin came to Honeywell via an acquisition of the precursor to ADI. Fradin is 
currently on the boards of L3 Harris, MSCI Industrial Direct, Pitney Bowes, GS acquisitions and several of 
Carlyle Group’s operating companies. In January 2020 he stepped down as CEO of Juniper Industrial 
Holdings, a SPAC or blank check company looking to acquire industrial assets. He remains chair of the 
board, for now.  Fradin was responsible for assembling Resideo’s board, hiring key executives and 
setting the initial strategy for the company. What is clear is that Fradin is a deal guy and his operational 
experience is limited. We believe he and other executives had no idea what was going on within Resideo 
and the lacked the operational, process and engineering experience to even ask the right questions to 
identify the challenges Resideo was facing. Recognizing that Resideo, the Product’s and Solutions 
division in particular was not one company, but three separate division within Honeywell, the board and 
executives sought to play down the challenges of integrating three different businesses and spin Rezi as 
a “connected smart home company”. Their vision included bringing a “start up-mentality” to rapidly 
prototyping and “gamifying” Resideo’s technology including an all inclusive app to help customers 
manage their smart homes. The board composition and board member’s experience reflect this strategic 
goal, or spin, laid out by Fradin. However, we believe the board did not understand or vastly 
underestimated the underlying P&S sub-industries, end markets, long life product cycles and customers 
that Resideo’s core products serve. Further, what is clear from the issues that have surfaced since the 
spin off is that Honeywell starved the P&S division of capital and talent and Resideo didn’t make the right 
investments to stabilize let alone grow the division.  
  
Below is the original board of directors at Resideo at the time of the spin compared to the current board. 
What stands out about the original board is the complete lack of relevant experience in industrial 
products. This board is heavily weighted towards executives with M&A, technology and consumer 
products experience. Two board members, Jack Lazar and Nina Richardson were key executives at 
GoPro, a technology darling with a promotional CEO that made cameras people stuck on the helmets 
while skiing. GoPro’s stock has lost 96% of its value since 2014.  
 

 
Source: SEC Filings 

 

Resideo Board: At Spin Off Relevant Experience Resideo Board: Current Relevant Experience

Roger Fradin Former Honeywell Executive Roger Fradin

(Chairman) CEO Automation/Control Systems (Chairmen)

Michael Nefkens DXC Technology/HP Brian Kushner FTI Consulting

(President and CFO) Restructuring and turnaround with bankrupt companies

Niccolo de Masi CEO Glu Mobile. Tech. hardware exec Cynthis Hostetler Investment Management

Paul Deninger Tech M&A/Banker/Advisor Paul Deninger

Jack Lazar CFO of GoPro Jack Lazar

Nina Richardson COO GoPro. HR exec. Experience Nina Richardson

Andrew Teich CEO FLIR. Private tech consultant Andrew Teich

(Lead Independent Director)

Sharon Wienber Venture Capital Investor Sharon Wienber

CFO/Non Board member Robert Ryder Boston Consulting Group

Joe Ragan Interim CFO Restructuring and Turnaround
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The initial strategic blunder by Fradin of positioning Resideo as a “smart home” company was made 
worse by the hiring of Mike Nefkens as CEO. While Nefkens had experience as an executive in two prior 
spin offs, those businesses had nothing to do with industrial products. On December 4, 2019, Resideo 
hosted “Resideo Live” in Austin, Texas in the same theatre where Austin City Limits is filmed. A link to the 
video is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBovo8iz0Sk The video is hard to watch. Originally 
designed as way to highlight Resideo’s new product line up for its dealers, the actual event felt like a 
funeral. Just two days prior, Mike Nefkens had been fired. To his credit, Nefkens put on a brave face and 
attempted to discuss his vision for the smart home and introduced Resideo’ s new products. His speech 
was followed by Nicollo De Masi. De Masi’s hiring is the most glaring admission to the fact that Resideo’s 
executive were clueless to the challenges their business faces. De Masi, an original board member was 
hired to be Rezi’s Chief Innovation Officer and head Resideo’s P&S division. The cornerstone of de 
Masi’s prior experience was in a company that made video games including “Kim Kardashian: 
Hollywood”. While an accomplished executive, Mr. de Masi had absolutely no experience in 
manufacturing or developing industrial products. Shortly after the Austin event, De Masi was relieved of 
his duties and left the company and the board in early January of 2020.  
 
What to Do Going Forward?  
 
We are of the opinion that in any event of restructuring, it is imperative the certain board members and 
executives be fired or resign as soon as possible. The only board members who should stay, if they 
chose are Brian Kushner, the FTI executive and Robert Ryder. Everyone else should resign immediately 
on principal. Resideo has not released a proxy as of 4/13/2020 but below is what the board members at 
Resideo have been paid and what we estimated were paid in cash retainers in 2019. This excludes any 
cash or stock awards. However, we note that strikes prices for any previously granted awards are set in 
the $20 range and deep out of the money. 
 

 
                                                Source: SEC Filings 

 
Finally, Resideo and former executives are the subject of over 18 class action lawsuits that claim Resideo 
and executives made false and mis-leading statements about the outlook for the business.  One lawsuit 
we find the most compelling was filed by Gabelli Asset Management. In that suit, Gabelli names 
Honeywell as a defendant claiming that Honeywell knowingly created Resideo, despite their challenges, 
simply to dump the Honeywell liabilities onto a new company. Installing Fradin, a Honeywell loyalist as 
the chair of the board is a piece of damaging evidence that this could be the case.  
 
To summarize our view, we think it is highly unlikely Rezi can spin-off ADI even if it wanted to in 2020. 
With the Products and Solutions division facing structural issues, we don’t see how the business can 
survive in its current form without a massive restructuring. With the anticipated weakness in Q1 and Q2, 
2020 could end up being a lost year. Rezi may get further breathing room and not trip its covenants, but it 
will burn cash and stress the enterprise one way or the other.  We believe an organized restructuring and 
bankruptcy is one of if not the only ways the Honeywell liability can be reduced and the best thing for 
Resideo and its employees is for the firm to enter into a restructuring..  
 
 

2018 Q4 Stock Award 2019 Est. 

BOD Fees Cash 2018 Cash 

Roger Fradin 137,500$      359,384$      550,000$      

Niccolo de Masi 56,250$        359,384$      225,000$      

Paul Deninger 57,500$        359,384$      230,000$      

Jack Lazar 60,000$        359,384$      240,000$      

Nina Richardson 53,750$        359,384$      215,000$      

Andrew Teich 55,000$        359,384$      220,000$      

Sharon Wienber 55,000$        359,384$      220,000$      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBovo8iz0Sk

